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Differential Structures on a Product of Sphères

R. De Sapio

1. Introduction

In this paper we give a classification under the relation of orientation preserving
diffeomorphism, of ail differential structures on a simply connected product of
sphères Sk x Sp of dimension greater than five. In particular, we prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Mn be a differential n-manifold of dimension greater than five that
is homeomorphic to a product of sphères Skx Sp, where l^k^p. Then there are homo-

topy sphères Ap and Vn such that Mn is diffeomorphic to (Sk x Ap) + Vn. Furthermore,
we hâve the following conclusions.

(a) If Bp and Un are homotopy sphères such that M" is also diffeomorphic to

(SkxBp)+Un, then SkxAp and SkxBp are diffeomorphic. If in addition, either

£=2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8) or k^p-3, then Vn and Un are diffeomorphic.
(b) If either k^p — 3 or p=4, 5, 6, 7, then there is one and only one homotopy n-

sphere Vn such that Mn is diffeomorphic to (Sk x Sp)+Vn.
Hère Sn dénotes the unit «-sphère with its usual differential structure in euclidean

(/i + l)-space Rn+1 and + dénotes the connected sum opération. Now let 0n dénote
the group of homotopy «-sphères and let <Pkp+1 dénote the subgroup of 0P consisting
of thèse homotopy /?-spheres that embed in RP+k+1 with a trivial normal bundle.
Let Hp k dénote the subset of <9P consisting of those homotopy /7-spheres Ap such
that ShxAp is diffeomorphic to SkxSp. It is known that if k ^2, then HPfk &p+1.
In the next section we prove the following.

Theorem 2. Let Ap and Bp be homotopy p-spheres such that p>4 and let k be an
integer greater than one. Then Sk x Ap and Sk x Bp are diffeomorphic if and only if
Ap==±BpmodHp9k.

This theorem follows from Lemmas 4, 5, and 6 of the next section. Theorems 1

and 2 combine to give a classification of differential structures on Sk x Sp in the case
where either k 2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8) or k^p-3. In fact, let CPfk be the set obtained
from the quotient group 0p/Hp k by identifying xe0p/Hp k with its inverse — x. Then
Theorem 1 has the following corollary.

Corollary 1.1. The diffeomorphism classes of n-manifolds (n^6) that are
homeomorphic to Sk x Sp (k^p) are in a one-to-one correspondence with the product CPtk x 0n,
provided that either k 2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8) or
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This one-to-one correspondance is given by Theorem 1. In particular, conclusion
(a) of Theorem 1 asserts that the group 0p+k acts nontrivially via connectée sum on
the differential structure of M", provided that either k 2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8) or k^p — 3.

This is not always true in the remaining case where k<p — 3 and k 0, 1, 3, 7 (mod 8),

although we do show hère that 0p+k acts nontrivially on Sk x Sp in ail cases (Lemma 2

below). In a subséquent paper we shall prove the following resuit.

Theorem. Let

dénote the pairing of Milnor-Munkres-Novikov and let Ap and Vp+k be homotopy
sphères. Then (SkxAp)+Vp+k is diffeomorphic to SkxAp if and only if thère exists

aenk(SO(p-l)) such that Vp+k xPfk(An®a). In particular, ifk^p- 3, then xPtk 0.

Thus the differential structures on SkxSp can be classified in terms of 0p/Hpk
and the pairing xpk. We remark that the pairing xPtk corresponds to composition in
the stable homotopy groups of sphères and is sometimes nontrivial. Therefore the

complète classification in the case where k<p~3 and fc 0, 1, 3, 7 (mod 8) is more
complicated than that given by Corollary 1.1.

We can make some remarks that relate to the structure of the groups Hp k. Let
bPp+i dénote the subgroup of Op consisting of those homotopy/?-spheres that bound

parallelizable manifolds. It is known that bPpJrlc$2p and hence, since <Pkp+1=Hpk

for &^2, it follows that bPp+1<^HpkczHp>k+i, provided that k^2. Theorem 1 asserts

that Hpk 0p if k^p-3, although this is not true for k<p-3. In fact, if I16 re-
presents the nonzero élément in 0l6 « Z2, then according to [5, Corollary 1.5] 512xl16
is not diffeomorphic to S12xS16; that is, #16>12=0. Finally, it can be shown that
Hp,klbPp+i is isomorphic to the cokernel of the Hopf-Whitehead homomorphism
J:^p(SO(Â: + l))^7cp+fc+1(S*^
This isomorphism is induced by the Pontrjagin-Thom construction and is of interest
hère since the groups bPp+1 hâve been determined in many cases.

We include hère a resuit on the action of 0k+p on the total space E of a differential
/:-sphere bundle over a homotopy p-sphere. Precisely, n:E^Ap is a /:-sphere bundle

over Ap with the spécial orthogonal group SQ(k+ï) as structural group such that
the homeomorphisms which specify the local product structure are diffeomorphisms,
and where the fibre is Sk.

Proposition 1. Each élément of 0k+pacts nontrivially on the differential structure

of the total space E of a differential k-sphere bundle over a homotopy p-sphere Ap,

provided that k<p-l and k 2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8).
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 3 ; following the proof there are some

remarks on the case where k=l or w<6. The results on the action of 0n are proved
in the next section. AU manifolds are assumed to be smooth of class C00, and oriented;
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diffeomorphisms are assumed to be orientation preserving and of class C°°. Finally,
D" dénotes the unit «-dise with the standard differential structure in euclidean «-space
R".

2. Products of Homotopy Sphères

We begin with the lemmas that are needed in proving the theorems.

Lemma 1. If Ap is a homotopy psphere, then Ap x Dk is diffeomorphic to Sp x Dk,

provided that p^3 and k ^p — 2.

Remark. If k^p-^2^7, then this is a resuit of Mazur.
Proof. If p l, 2, then this is a classical resuit; if p 4, then this is a resuit of

Hirsch [4, Theorem 6]. Since Ap and Sp are diffeomorphic for/? 5, 6 we can assume
that p ^ 7. It foliows from the theorems of Haefliger [3] that Ap may be differentiably
embedded in Rp+k, provided that k^p-2. Furthermore, it follows from [5, Th. 1.10]
that the normal tube of this embedding is diffeomorphic to Ap x Dk. But it is known
that the normal tube of an embedded homotopy /?-sphere in Rp+k is diffeomorphic
to SpxDk, provided that k^3, and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 2. Let Ap and Bp be homotopy pspheres and let Vp+k be a homotopy
(p+k)sphere, wherep-hk^6. If k<p — 3andk 0,1, 3, 7 (mod 8), then assume that
Sk x Bp is diffeomorphic to Sk x Sp. Then, if(Sk x Ap) + Vp+k is diffeomorphic to Sk x Bp,
then Vp+k is diffeomorphic to the standard (p + k)sphere Sp+k (and hence SkxAp and
Sk x Bp are diffeomorphic).

This lemma is also true for p + k 5 since <95=0.
Proof In the first place if p k^3, then the lemma follows from [1, Th. B]. If

k^p-3, then Lemma 1 above implies that SkxAp and SkxBp are both
diffeomorphic to Sk x Sp, provided that /># 3. Thus if k=p-1, then Lemma 2 follows from
[2, Lem. 1]. Therefore we can assume that k<p—l, which implies thatp^4. Ifp 4,
then k 2 and there is nothing to prove since <96 0. Therefore assume that p>4.

Let

h:(Sk xAp) + Vp+k-+Sk xBp

be a diffeomorphism. It is known that there is a diffeomorphism/:Srp~1->5rp~1 such
that Ap is diffeomorphic to D\ ufD%, the disjoint union of two copies D\, D\ of the
p-disc Dp indentified along the boundaries via the diffeomorphism/(that is, xedDp2 is
identified with f(x)edD\ and D\\jfDp2 is given the orientation of Dp2). Similarly, Bp
is diffeomorphic to D\\jgDp2, where g:Sp~1-*Sp~1 is a diffeomorphism. Thus we can
write Sk x Ap as a disjoint union of two copies of Sk x Dp, in the form

Sk x Ap (Sk x D{) uJX/ (Sk x Dp2), (1)
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with points identifiée along SkxSp 1 via the diffeomorphism ixf, where i:Sk-^Sk
is the identity map. Similarly,

SkxBp (Sk x Dp) uixg (Sk x Dp2). (2)

Now let OeZ>? dénote the center of the/7-disc D\. The &-sphere Sk x 0 is embedded in
SkxAp and in SkxBp. We can assume that the connected sum (SkxAp)+ Vp+k is

made far away from the sphère Sk x 0 and hence Sk x 0 is also embedded in (Sk x Ap)

+ Vp+k. The next step is to show that we can assume that the diffeomorphism h is

the identity on the A>sphere Sk x 0. In fact, since k <p — 1 h maps the homotopy class

of Sk x 0 in (Sk xAp)+Vp+k onto either the homotopy class of Sk x 0 in Sk x Bp or
the négative of the homotopy class of Sk x 0 in Sk x Bp. In the latter case we can

compose h with the (orientation preserving) diffeomorphism q x i: Sk x Bp-> Sk x — Bp),
where q : Sk-+Sk is a difïeomorphism of degree — 1 and i:Bp-+—Bp is the identity map

— Bp is the manifold Bp with the orientation reversed), to obtain a diffeomorphism
(exi^*:(S*x^*)+K*+*-+.Skx(-J&p) that maps the homotopy class of Skx0 in
(SkxAp)+Vp+k into the homotopy class of S^xO in Skx(-Bp). Thus we can
assume that the restriction h \ Skx0 is homotopic to the inclusion Skx0czSkxBP.
It follows from the theorems of Haefliger [3] that h | Sk x 0 is diffeotopic to the

inclusion Skx0aSkxBp, and hence by application of the diffeotopy extension
theorem we can assume that h(u, 0) (w, 0) for each (w, 0)e,Skx0. By the tubular
neighborhood theorem we may further suppose that h(Sk x D\) Sk x D\ such that
for each (w, v)e Sk x Dp, h (m, v)=(m, v • a (m)), where a : Sk-+SO (p) is a differentiable map
and vol(u) dénotes the action of ct(u)eS0(p) on veDp. Now perform the spherical
modification on (SkxAp)+ Vp+k that removes the fc-sphere Skx0 with product
structure Sk x D{. The following proposition implies that the resuit of this modification

is Vp+k.

Proposition 2. Let Ap=-D\\jsDp2 be a homotopy p-sphere and let cp:SkxDpcz
Sk x Ap be the inclusion. Then, the resuit of the spherical modification on Sk x Ap based

on cp is always Sk+P.

Proof. The resuit of the modification is

(Dfe+1 xS'-^u^tfxDJ), (3)

which is clearly diffeomorphic to

(where i:S1cxSp~1->SkxSp~1 is the identity) by virtue of the map that sends

(w, v)eSk x Dp into (w, v)eSk x D\ and (w, t;)eDfc+1 x 5P"1 into (uJ{v))eDk+1 x Sp~x

(this diffeomorphism goes from (4) to (3)). Q.E.D.
Returning to the lemma we perform the corresponding modification (under h)
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on SkxBp to remove the fc-sphere Skx0 with product structure h{SkxDp) in
Sk x Bp. From the latter modification we obtain the manifold

(Dk+l xS'-^u^S^xDJ), (5)

where \l/ (h~1 \ SkxSp~1)o(ixg) (see (2)), which is clearly diffeomorphic to Vp+k

because of the way that this modification was defined (using /*). We complète the

proof of Lemma 2 by showing that (5) is diffeomorphic to Sp+k. This is done by
constructing a diffeomorphism from (5) to (4) as follows, recalling that k<p — \. If
k<p — 3 and k==2, 4, 5, 6 (mod 8), then nk(SO(p)) 0 and hence we can apply
Proposition 2 to conclude that (5) is diffeomorphic to Sp+k. If k=p — 3 or/? —2 then

by Lemma 1 we can assume that g is the identity ;iîk<p — 3 and k 0, 1, 3, 7 (mod 8),
then by hypothesis Sk x Bp is diffeomorphic to £k x Sp and we can again assume that
g is the identity. Thus in thèse cases i//=h~1 | SkxSp~1 and we hâve the
diffeomorphism that sends

(u,v)eDk+1 x S""1 into (u,v)eDk+i xSrl
and(w, v)eSkxD%into

h(u, v) (m, va(u))eSk x Dp.

The proof of Proposition 1 is similar to the preceding and is left to the reader.
The following lemma is a weakened form of Lemma 2 but removes the spécial

assumption which was made there in the case where k<p — 3 and k 0, 1, 3, 7 (mod 8).

Lemma 3. Let Ap andBp be homotopy p-spheres such thatfor some integer k, Ap x Sk

and Bp x Sk are diffeomorphic up to a point. Then Ap x Sm and Bp x *Sm are diffeomorphic

for ail ra^max(A;, 2).
Proof If k^p-3, then the lemma is a trivial conséquence of Lemma 1. Thus we

can assume that k<p — 3. If h:ApxSk-*BpxSk is a diffeomorphism up to a point,
then we can compose h with the inclusion BpxSkcBpxDm+1 and we obtain a
difîerentiable embedding Ap-+Bp xDm+1 with a trivial normal bundle. We show that
the embedding Ap-+BpxDm+1 is also a homotopy équivalence, by an elementary
argument. In fact, let yeAp and zeBp such that the A>spheres y x Sk and z x Sk do
not contain the singularity of h. Now k<p — 3 and hence by standard arguments
(theorems of Haefliger and diffeotopy extension) we can assume that h maps y x Sk

diffeomorphically onto z x Sk. It follows that the induced homomorphism

K: np(Ap x Sk) np(Ap) + np(Sk) -> np(Bp x Sk) np(Bp) + np(Sk)

maps np(Sk)isomorphically onto np(Sk) and hence h* maps the generator of np(Ap)
into a generator of np(Bp) plus an élément of np(Sk). Consequently the composition
ApxSk-+BpxSkaBpxD"1*1 maps the generator of np{Ap) into a generator of
xp{BpxDm+1) and it follows that the embedding Ap-+BpxDm+1 is a homotopy
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équivalence with a trivial normal bundle. We can apply [7, Th. 4.1] to conclude that
Ap x Dm+1 is diffeomorphic to Bp x Dm+1, provided that m^max(Àr, 2).

The remainder of the présent section is devoted to the study of the diffeomorphism
classes of manifolds of the form Sk x A p, where Ap is an arbitrary homotopy />-sphere.

Let/? ^4 and k^2 be a given pair of integers. Then two homotopy/?-spheres Ap and
Bp are called k-equivalent if and only if Sk x Ap and Sk x Bp are diffeomorphic. Thus
the group 0p is divided into ^-équivalence classes. It is clear that the /^-équivalence
class of an élément ApeQp contains its inverse — Ap in the group &p. Lemma 4 below
asserts that the /c-equivalence class of Sp is a subgroup of Op. This subgroup is

denoted by Hpk.

Lemma 4. The set Hp k of those homotopy p-spheres Ap such that Sk x Ap is
diffeomorphic to Sk x Sp forms a subgroup of Qp, provided that p^3 and k^2.

This lemma follows from the next lemma. Lemma 5 implies that any fc-equivalenc
class is the union of cosets of the subgroup Hpk of the group Or

Lemma 5. Let Ap and Bp be homotopy p-spheres such that ApeHp k. Then
Sk x (Ap+Bp) is diffeomorphic to Sk x Bp.

Proof Since ApeHpk it follows that Ap may be embedded in the interior of a

(p + k + l)-disc in Dk+1xBp with a trivial normal bundle. But Bp is embedded in
Dk+1 xBp in the obvious way with a trivial normal bundle, and hence we can form
the connected sum Ap + Bp in Dk+1 x Bp so that Ap-\-Bp has a trivial normal bundle.

Furthermore, the resulting embedding Ap + Bp-+Dk+1 x Bp is a homotopy équivalence
and hence by [7, Th. 4.1] Dk+1 x(Ap + Bp) is diffeomorphic to Dk+1xBp, provided
that k >2. Q.E.D.

In gênerai it does not seem likely that each /^-équivalence class contains exactly
one coset of Hpk. If this is the case, then the ^-équivalence classes are in a one-to-one
correspondence with the quotient group &P/Hpk; in particular, this would imply that
0p/Hpk consists entirely of éléments of order two. The next lemma is the best that
we can do in this direction.

Lemma 6. If Ap and Bp are homotopy p-spheres such that Sk x Ap and Sk x Bp are

diffeomorphic, then either Skx{Ap+ Bp) or Skx{Ap+(-Bp)) is diffeomorphic to
Sk x Sp, provided that k^2.

Proof If k^p — 3, then the lemma is a conséquence of Lemma 1. Thus we can

assume that k<p — 3. The hypothesis implies that Ap may be embedded in Dk+1 x Bp

with a trivial normal bundle. Furthermore, it follows from an argument given in the

proof of Lemma 3 that the embedding Ap-+Dk+1 xBp is a homotopy équivalence.
Let us assume that the embedding maps the orientation class of Ap onto the
orientation class of Bp in Dk+1xBp (otherwise we replace Bp by -Bp). Now -Bp is

embedded in Dk+1 x Bp in the obvious way with a trivial normal bundle and we can
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assume that Ap and — Bp are disjoint in Dk+l x Bp. Thus we can form the connected

sum Ap + - Bp) in Dk+1 x Bp such that the resulting embedding Ap + -Bp)-+Dk+l x 5P

has a trivial normal bundle and is homotopically trivial. Now the engulfing resuit of
[9, Chapter 7] applies to conclude that Ap + (-Bp) is embedded in the interior of a

(p + k+ l)-disc in Dk+i x i?p. But the normal tube of a homotopy /?-sphere embedded
in the interior of a (/> + &+ l)-disc is diffeomorphic to Dk+1 x Sp, provided that &^2
andp # 3, 4, and hence it follows that Dk+* x (Ap + - £p)) is diffeomorphic to Dk+ixSp
(if^ 3 or 4, then apply [4, Th. 6]).

Lemma 6 implies that the /c-equivalence class of an élément Ape0p is exactly the
union of the cosets Ap + Hpk and — Ap + Hpk. That is, each /^-équivalence class

consists of at most two cosets. Furthermore, a ^-équivalence class consists of exactly
one coset if and only if it contains an élément Ap such that Ap + Hpkisoî order
two in the group Gp/Hpk. This complètes the proof of Theorem 2.

3. Classification

Proof of Theorem 1. Since Mn is homeomorphic to SkxSp, where w^6 and

p^k^2, it follows that Mn is simply connected and H3(Mn; Z) has no 2-torsion.
Therefore the "Hauptvermutung" of D. Sullivan [8] implies that there is a combi-
natorial équivalence h:M°-+S" x S>, (5)

where the combinatorial structures are compatible with the differential structures
and Sk x Sp has the usual combinatorial structure. We now apply the obstruction
theory of Munkres [6]. The application is particularly simple since we are dealing
with a product of sphères. We note that the combinatorial équivalence h is a diffeo-
morphism mod the « — 1 skeleton Ln_± of Mn\ suppose that h is a diffeomorphism
mod the n — q skeleton Ln^q of M", where 1 ^q<k— 1. The obstruction to an approximation

g : Mn ->SpxSk of h such that g is a diffeomorphism mod the n — q — 1 skeleton
Ln-q-D is a simplicial (n — #)-cycle Xn_qh of Ln-q with coefficients in the group Fq
(see [6, § 3]; g is called a smoothing of h), where Fm is the group of diffeomorphisms
of S"1'1 modulo those diffeomorphisms that are extendable to diffeomorphisms of
E>m. If Xn-qh=O, then the smoothing g exists according to [6, §4]. Since ^=0 it
follows that the smoothing g does exist if q 1. Furthermore, if kn _€_ t g is homologous
to zéro in Hn^q^{Ln^\ Fq+1), then it follows from [6, § 5] that there is a smoothing
/of h such that Xn.q.J=0. But Hn_€_1(Lw.€;r^1)«/frt.g_1(M«;r^1) 0 for
l^q<k—l and hence by induction there exists a map g:Mn^>SkxSp that is a
diffeomorphism mod the «-A: skeleton of Mn. Thus the first obstruction to deforming
h into a diffeomorphism is a well defined homology class y h (called the obstruction
class)inHp(Mn;rk). We first consider the case where k<p; then Hp(Mn;rk)^P
and hence we can consider the obstruction class y h to be an élément of r\ Let

k
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(p:Sk~l-+Sk~1 be a diffeomorphism that represents y h and let N(yh) dénote the

homotopy fc-sphere D\u(pDk2. There is the combinatorial équivalence j: Sk-*N(yh)
of degree +1, defined by writing Sk=D\ utDk2 and lettingy be the identity on D\
and the radial extension of cp

~ * on Dk29 and hence we hâve a combinatorial équivalence

j xi:SkxSp-^N(yh)xSp, where i is the identity. It follows from [6, Def. 3.4] that
the first obstruction y (j x /) to deforming j x / to a diffeomorphism is —y h. Further-
more, by [6, 3.8] the first obstruction to deforming the composition (jxï)oh:Mn-*
N(yh) x Sp into a diffeomorphism is

i)oh) y(j xi) + yh

0

and hence we can assume that there is a map

h'\Mn->N{yh)xSp,

that is a diffeomorphism mod the fc-skeleton of Mn. By Lemma 1 N(yh)xSp is

diffeomorphic to SkxSp since p>k (if k 3, then N(yh) is diffeomorphic to S3

since F3 0, as is well known) and hence we hâve a map (also denoted by A') h' : Mn-+
Sk x Sp that is a diffeomorphism mod the fc-skeleton of Mn. The first obstruction to
deforming h' into a diffeomorphism is a class y h' e Hk (Mn ;rp)&rp.LQt\l/:Sp~1-+Sp~i
be a diffeomorphism that represents yh\ let N(yhf) Dp1ull,DP,, and let f:Sp-»N(yh')
be the combinatorial équivalence of degree +1 as defined above for N(yh'). Then

we hâve the combinatorial équivalence i x f:Sk xSp->SkxN(yh') and the first
obstruction to smoothing (/ x j')oh':Mn-+SkxN(yhf) is y (/ x f)+ yhr, which is zéro
sincey(/ x /)= -yh'. It follows that there is a map h":Mn-+SkxN(y, h') that is a

diffeomorphism mod a point of Mn. Under thèse circumstances it is known that there
is a homotopy w-sphere Vn such that Mn is diffeomorphic to (SkxN(y, /*'))+ Vn.

Now suppose that k=p. The first obstruction to deforming the combinatorial
équivalence (5) into a diffeomorphism is a class yheHk(Mn; rk)œFk® Fk; write
yh=y1®y2, where y1, y2er*, and let çi9 (p2:Sk~1-+Sk~i be diffeomorphisms that
represent y1, y2. As before we hâve the homotopy sphères N(y1)=Dk1u(piDk2,
N(y2) D\ u (P2D\ and the combinatorial equivalencesy1:Sffc-^A^(y1), j2:Sk-*N(y2).
The first obstruction to smoothing j\ x j2:Skx Sk^N(y1)xN(y2) is the class

yUi x J2) (-V1)® (-y2) anc* hence the first obstruction to deforming the compo-

is

It follows that there is a map h':Mn-*N(y1) x N(y2) that is a diffeomorphism mod a

point. Now a resuit of Wall applies to conclude that N(yx) x N(y2) and Sk x Sk are
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diffeomorphic up to a point (in fact, see [1, Th. B]) and hence there is a homotopy
2A;-sphere Vn such that Mn is diffeomorphic to (Sk x Sk)+ Vn.

The proof of Theorem 1 is now completed by applying Lemmas 1 and 2.

In this theorem it is assumed that l^k^p and n=p + k^6. We conclude with
some remarks on the excluded cases.

Case 1. & 1, n=p + k^6. The Hauptvermutung of [8] does not apply in this
case and so consider a differential /z-manifold Mn that is combinatorially équivalent
to Sx x Sp. We can apply the obstruction theory of [6] as was done in the proof of
Theorem 1 to conclude that Mn is diffeomorphic to (S1 x Ap)+ Vn, where Ap and Vn

are homotopy sphères that are combinatorially équivalent to the standard sphères.
Then by application of Lemma 2 we hâve the following theorem: IfMn is a differential
n-manifold that is combinatorially équivalent to S1 x Spt where n=p + 1^6, then there

are homotopy sphères Ap and Vn such that Mn is diffeomorphic to (S1 x Ap)+ Vn. If
S1 xAp is diffeomorphic to SixSp, then Vn is uniquely determined by Mn. On the
other hand, if we assume only that there is a homeomorphism h between Mn and
S1 x Sp, then according to [8] there is an integer q such that the homeomorphism
h x identity between Mn x Rq and S1 x Sp x Rq is homotopic to a combinatorial
équivalence (Rq is euclidean #-space). One can try to smooth the combinatorial
équivalence between Mn x Rq and S1 x Sp x Rq by applying [6].

C\se2. p + k^6. Since Fq 0 for q^6, it follows from Munkres' obstruction
theory that combinatorial équivalences can be smoothed to diffeomorphisms for
manifolds of dimension < 6. Thus if Mn is combinatorially équivalent to Sk x Sp,

wherep + k^6, then M" is diffeomorphic to Sk x Sp.
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